Watching Roots, January 23, 1977
Roots was one of the most popular and influential programs in American television history.
Millions of Americans (60% of the population or more) watched at least part of the miniseries
in 1977, and seven of the eight episodes were among the ten highest rated programs ever
broadcast to that date. (The last episode was so popular that it is unlikely ever to be bumped
from the top-ten list.) The show was significant by other measures, too. Pollsters found that
half of the people watching Roots thought it was “one of the best” shows they’d ever seen, and
it was a topic of conversation wherever people gathered.

Episode One
Episode One begins with the birth of Kunta Kinte, and it runs for 96 minutes.
Over 40% of American households watched this episode.
The cast includes
Ed Asner (Capt. Thomas Davies)
O.J. Simpson (Kadi Touray)
Ralph Waite (Slater)
Maya Angelou (Yaisa)
LeVar Burton (Kunta Kinte)
Cicely Tyson (Binta)

Television in 1977
In 1977, nearly every American lived in a home with a television, but more than half of families
had to negotiate among themselves about what to watch because they owned only one set. Once
they agreed on what to watch, families gathered around televisions that were small by modern
standards, with 19-inch or smaller screens. Most households (77%) had color televisions, though
many Americans watched Roots in black and white. Only a tiny number of Americans had the
equipment to record broadcast television, so if you missed a program, you would not be able to
see it again until your television station played a rerun of it.
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Robinson, “The Social Impact of ‘Roots,’” Journalism Quarterly 55 (Spring 1978), 19-24, 83; The World Almanac
& Book of Facts (New York: Press Pub. Co., 2017); Jerry Buck, “People Everywhere Talking about TV’s ‘Roots,’”
(Associated Press, 29 Jan. 1977); The World Almanac & Book of Facts (New York: Newspaper Enterprise Assoc.,
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The following pages give you a taste of life at Hanover in 1977. Included are articles, television
listings, and cartoons from the local paper as well as an article from the student newspaper and
two pages from a Sears catalog. Clippings from the Madison Courier are reproduced by
permission (http://madisoncourier.com/).
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Television schedule for Jan. 23, 1977 (Madison Courier, 21 Jan. 1977, p. 8).
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Sears, Wishbook for the 1977 Christmas Season, available at https://www.flickr.com/photos/wishbook/albums .
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